Abstract-Pathological gait assessment and assistive control based on functional electrical stimulation (FES) in post-stroke individuals, brings out a common need to robustly quantify kinematics facing multiple constraints.
subjects, whether for assessing gait performance or for artificially controlling motion. Nevertheless, few systems are able to perform such ambulatory observations with a sufficient accuracy. Indeed, wearable sensors have been increasingly explored over the past few years as a mobile gait analysis solution. Numerous authors have suggested methods involving Inertial Measurement Units (IMU) sensors in order to estimate gait temporal or spatio-temporal parameters [7] as well as to compute joint angles during walking [8] . Inertial sensors basically measure acceleration, magnetic field and angular rate in their local coordinate system. Some devices directly provide the estimates of the sensor's orientation (in the form of quaternions, Euler angles or rotation matrices) with respect to a global fixed frame (e.g. Earth frame) by fusing sensors data. This is usually done by strap-down integrating the gyrometer values to obtain a first orientation, used then to remove Earth gravity from acceleration and combined with magnetometer measurements to provide azimuth [9] . Position can be afterward determined by double integrating acceleration without gravity. However, numerical integration introduces a drift error, while magnetic measurement can be disturbed by ferromagnetic materials, resulting in significant errors in the estimation of IMU attitude and position. During walking, a common solution is to update drift integration by simply zeroing the velocity during each detected stance phase, also called Zero Velocity Update (ZUPT) [10] or by using Attitude Heading and Reference System (AHRS) fusion methods proposed in the literature [11] . This requires to accurately segment gait cycle by detecting gait events (initial contact, toe off, etc…) from IMU data [12] . Only a few of the above mentioned methods have been compared to the gold standards (i.e. optical motion capture system or instrumented mats). In addition, they usually segment gait phases using angular velocity patterns, which is satisfying for normal gait [13] but tends to fail when gait is impaired and subjects develop compensatory strategies [14] . In this study, we propose a novel approach dedicated to pathological motion assessment from IMUs in 26 participants with post-stroke hemiplegia, integrating two aspects: 1) robust stance phase detection based on acceleration and angular rate combination and 2) estimation of joint angles based on an AHRS algorithm and gravity cancellation for reconstructing 3D trajectory of individual steps. The method has been validated by estimating 4 parameters initially defined as relevant by the practitioner to monitor rehabilitation progresses and to later adapt stimulation parameters: dorsiflexion angle at initial contact and at mid-swing instants, stride length and speed velocity.
A sensor fusion approach for inertial sensors based 3D kinematics and pathological gait assessments: toward an adaptive control of stimulation in post-stroke subjects* Villeurbanne, France, L45mm x W36mm x H17mm, weight: 22g) featuring a 3-axis accelerometer, a 3-axis magnetometer and a 3-axis gyrometer respectively mounted on the feet and shanks. Each IMU was strapped on a rigid support together with 4 reflective markers (Fig. 1a) tracked by an optical motion capture system (OMCS, Vicon © Bonita MX) which cameras were installed along a Gaitrite © (CIR System Inc) walkway system (Fig. 1b) .
(a) (b) Figure 1 . Each subject is equipped with IMUs strapped on rigid support together with 4 reflective markers (a) tracked by an optical motion capture system (Vicon © ). Subject is instructed to stand still for 5 seconds and then walk five meters on an instrumented walkway mat (Gaitrite © ), turn at the end of the carpet and walk back to initial position (b).
2) Subjects
This study included 29 subjects (mean 58.5 ± 10.4 years old; 9 females) after supratentorial ischaemic or hemorrhagic stroke, presenting a foot-drop, able to walk 10 meters without human help, with or without a walking stick. The protocol was approved by a national ethical committee (CPP) and by the local ethical committee of the University Hospital (CHU Nimes, France, RCB 2015-A00572-47), all subjects provided informed consent prior to the experiment.
3) Stimulation In order to facilitate walking and elicit measurable dorsiflexion angles, subjects were also equipped with a classical "foot drop" stimulator (Odstock © ODFS III) configured at the beginning of the experiment. Stimulation was triggered at heel off using a heel switch inside the shoe. Two electrodes of 23 cm² delivered the stimulation either to the peroneal nerve or directly to the tibialis muscles of the affected side.
4) Protocol conduct
In order to best match Emory functional Ambulation Profile (E-FAP) test, participants were asked to walk five meters at a comfortable self-selected speed on the gait mat, to turn at the end of the carpet and walk back to their initial position. In case of technical issues or data loss, each trial was repeated three times to record at least one set of data by subject. IMUs, OMCS and gait carpet were synchronized at a hardware level via a trigger sent by the Gaitrite © to all the acquisition systems.
B. Algorithms
In the following formulas we use the quaternion notation In th n h . To compute quaternions from IMUs, AHRS fusion methods are usually based on nonlinear observers [16] , [17] , on a gradient descent method [18] or on estimators based on Extended Kalman Filters (EKF). In a previous work [19] we compared three different fusion algorithms to compute attitude from inertial measurement units and found out Martin et al. [17] was offering the best compromise between computational cost and reliability over time and magnetometer disturbances. Therefore, each quaternion representing the 3D orientation in global coordinate system was computed from 200Hz sampled magneto-inertial data using Martin et al. nonlinear observer. To reduce computational error, sensors were individually calibrated on each day of experimentation using Frosio et al. calibration model [20] for fitting in static conditions Earth magnetic field and gravity, incorporating not only bias and scale factor for each axis but also cross-axis symmetrical actors calculated through Gauss-Newton nonlinear optimization.
1) Dorsiflexion angles Let us defined
xi ang n io ion n on and s the orientation of the shank and foot sensors in the global (i.e. ground) reference frame. The dorsiflexion angle corresponds to re renc ce nce fr ce f ef ef f r r r fer fer fe fer , the quaternion expressing rotations from shank to foot relative to the shank frame and computed using the following formula (Equ. 1), based on quaternion unit properties ( Fig.  2) : (1) with the specific quaternion multiplication, known as Hamilton product [15] . 
where The method described in [21] has been used to detect gait events, not only based on sagittal angular rate but also taking into account acceleration measurements. Stride length was then defined as the distance between two consecutive initial contacts, computed in the transverse plane (Equ. 4):
III. RESULTS 29 subjects took part to the protocol. 3 subjects were finally too weak to perform any trial. Therefore the analysis and results refer to 26 subjects. A total of 930 strides (457 on paretic side and 473 on healthy side) were recorded. For each stride, the spatio-temporal parameters were computed from
IMUs and compared to parameters estimated from gold standard devices. Dorsiflexion angles were compared between IMUs and Vicon © at mid-swing and heel-on, based on gait events instants extracted from Gaitrite © . Table 1 shows the results for all the analyzed strides: a Root Mean Square (RMS) error between OMCS and IMUs estimations of dorsiflexion of 5.51° at initial contact and 5.01° at midswing and a Mean Absolute (MA) error of respectively 3.39° and 3.74°. The average dorsiflexion angle in all participants was 8.76° at initial contact and 9.32° at mid-swing. We observed a RMS error of 12.64 cm and a MA error of 9.84 cm regarding stride length estimations between Gaitrite © and IMUs, and a RMS error of 6.17 cm/s and MA error of 5,06 cm/s for gait speed computation. The average stride length in all participants was 57.49 cm and the average gait speed 30.36 cm/s.
IV. DISCUSSION -CONCLUSION
In this study, we compared gait variables estimated from IMUs data and gold standard systems.
The initial aim was to analyze the reliability and accuracy of using IMUs to analyze motion, for later considering them as FES-based assistive control inputs. In our case, assessing pathological motion has been challenging and has required multiple non optimal choices from the data collection to the algorithm design. OMCS data acquisition suffered from many data losses and artefacts due to marker occultation by cane or markers breakage. As a result, we had to use rigid objects instead of a complete set of markers. Using a simple single strap, they were approximately positioned in sagittal plane, in order to improve visibility and ensure an eased installation time. An important advantage of our approach is the absence of specific procedure and preparation to locate sensors and use them. Except of a 5s static posture at the beginning of each trial, no calibration motions [8] were requested from the participants and no manual measurements of body dimensions had to be done nor individual adaptation. To estimate stride length and velocity for each step in each trial, feet trajectories have to be computed in a global frame. Usually, the solution consists in double integrating 2D linear acceleration in sagittal plane with an angular rate based gait cycle segmentation [13] , [22] and an angular rate integration to estimate orientation needed to gravity removal. In our study, pathological gait was often associated to compensatory strategies (e.g. circumduction walk) and slow motions. These existing methods were not applicable to assess the gait of post-stroke subjects with a complex forward swing. Therefore, we had to adapt an algorithm we developed in an earlier work for Parkinson's disease [21] , to segment impaired gait cycle and we took advantage of Martin et al. [17] quaternion computation to accurately remove gravity. Only a few studies have been conducted in hemiplegic participants in the literature [23] , thus we mainly compared our results with publications on healthy individuals [24] . They seem in accordance with a MAE less than 4° for the dorsiflexion angle and less than 10 cm for stride length estimation.
One challenge of our study was to estimate very small dorsiflexion angles (about 10° in all participants). To be able to compute dorsiflexion angle with an error of 4° is a sufficient accuracy to detect the dorsiflexion tendency to decrease in the presence of muscle fatigue and to adapt FES parameters for counteracting fatigue effects. Furthermore, we have designed the algorithms to be straight forward implemented for online use, as they intend to be used for FES control. To shorten calculation time and be able to track any orientations without singularities, we chose a quaternion representation computed from a low-cost observer-based attitude and heading reference system [17] .
Euler angles well known gimbal lock may not be an issue when dealing with 3D rotations, but in our protocol it could have been a serious limitation when tracking lower limbs movements. Finally, as we compared three different systems outputs (IMU, Gaitrite © and Vicon © ) at different sampling rates but at a similar time mark (e.g. mid-swing), synchronization had to be accurately done not to introduce additional error. These results break new grounds toward adaptive online control of the dorsiflexion. The complete knowledge of 3D trajectory and attitude of each stride could enable new closeloop strategies, such as adapting stimulation to obstacles (Fig. 3) , stairs, or fatigue based on joint angle estimation. 
